
Mark Teaching Notes

• Chapter 1
• vs 1: SLIDE Gospel (G2098)

• Good news
• he is contrasting the emperor in town and its not Nero. 
• this first verse was a enough to get mark killed!

• vs 2 - 3: this is the only part of mark he referred to the OT. 

• Vs 2: blends exodus 23:20 & Malachi 3:1

• vs 3: is Isaiah 40:3
• This illustrates a common practice by NT authors in quoting several passages with a 

unifying theme. The theme here is the “wilderness”. 
• Since Mark was intro during the ministry of JTBin the desert, he cited Isaiah as the 

source because the Isaiah passage refers to “a voice calling in the desert”
• Mark also changes 3:1 from “way before me” to “your way” & “the paths of our God” to 

“paths for him” in the Isaiah passage. 

• vs 4: JTB is the LAST OT prophet. (Luke 7:24-28 & 16:16)

• vs 7: “after me comes he who is…” echo Malachi 3:1 & 4:5, but the precise identity of the 
Coming One remains hidden even to John till after Jesus’ baptism (John 1:29-34)

• vs 9: SLIDE Jewish baptism has never been taken lightly, but in ancient times immersion 
was to be performed in the presence of witnesses (Yebam. 47b).
•  The person being baptized made special preparations by cutting his nails, undressed 

completely and made a fresh profession of his faith before the designated "fathers of the 
baptism" (Kethub. 11a; Erub 15a). 

• This is possibly where churches, sometime later, got the term Godfathers. 
• The individual stood straight up with the feet spread and the hands held out in front. 
• The candidate would totally immerse themselves by squatting in the water with a witness 

or baptizer doing the officiating. 
• Note the New Testament points out the fact that Jesus came up straightway out of the 

water (Matthew 3:16).
• The earliest drawing of Christian baptism was found on the wall of a Roman catacomb in 

the second century showing John standing on the bank of the Jordan helping Jesus back 
to shore after self immersion.

• The immersion candidate was not touched by the baptizer in Jesus' day. Because 
Leviticus 15:16 says "He shall wash all his flesh in the water," Judaism stresses that the 
entire body must come in contact with the water.

• To insure the immersion was valid, no clothing or individuals could touch the candidate. 
Any such intervention that prevented the water from reaching a part of the body was 
known as Chatzitzah and rendered the immersion invalid.

• Although the baptism was more spiritual than physical, often the bath had two sets of 
steps, one entering and another leaving so as not to defile what had been purified.



• vs 9: SLIDE Nazareth was an obscure village never mentioned in the OT, Talmud, or 
writing of Josephus.
• The Talmud is a huge collection of doctrines and laws compiled and written before the 

8th Century, A.D., by ancient Jewish teachers. The Talmud, which often cites the Old 
Testament, is the basic book of Jewish law.

• vs 10 - 11: the HS is not a Dove… it came down “Like” a dove. What did it look like?! I think 
maybe a small flicker of light. This is also a very clear picture of the trinity. 
• We see this in the OT: 

• Ex 31:3, Jud  3:10 & 11:29, 1 Sam 19:20 & 23

• vs 12: SLIDE this would comfort the OR 
• Jesus went to the same things as they did, even around wild animals like Nero was 

doing to the believers
• Israel vs Jesus

• Israel
• at the end of Genesis we see family of joseph in Egypt
• exodus they are almost killed by Pharaoh
• a deliver comes - Exodus through the water
• tempted the forty years in wilderness

• Jesus
• Joseph brings his family to Egypt 
• Herod attempts to kill jesus
• delivered by angel
• JTB is preparing the way and Jesus is baptized through water
• Tempted in the wilderness for forty days

• vs 13; he was with the wild animals?! no other gospel talks about this. 

• vs 16: the Sea of Galilee is warm water lake about 7 miles wide, 13 miles long and 685 feet 
BELOW sea lvl, it was the geographically central to Jesus’Galilean ministry. 

• vs 16 - 20: The call of the brothers, Simon (Peter) & Andrew and James & John (“Sons of 
Thunder”?).
•  what made them drop their nets? 

• The words “come, follow me” are literally, “come after me”, a technical expression that 
meant “Go behind ME as a disciple.” Unlike a Rabbi who pupils sought him out, Jesus 
took the initiative and calls His followers. 

• vs 21: Mark often referred to Jesus’ teaching ministry, but recorded little of what Jesus 
taught.
• 2:13; 4:1-2; 6:2, 6, 34; 8:31; 10:1; 11:17; 12:35; 14:49

• vs 29: Jesus heals Peters mother in law. 
• Peter had a wife! He was the oldest of the disciples. this is crazy to think about... 

what was she like. DID HE HAVE KIDS!!!!!!?????



• vs 34: The miracles accompanying Jesus’ preaching increased His popularity. He preformed 
miracles not to impress people with His power, but to authenticate His message. which was 
already given to us in 1:15

• vs 35: Cool picture of Jesus having a QT.
• About 4 am
• Mark selectively portrayed Jesus at payer on three crucial occasion, each in a setting of 

darkness and aloneness: near the beginning, middle (6:46) and near the end (14:32-42). 

• vs 40: The Rabbis regarded leprosy as humanly incurable. only twice does the OT record 
that God cleansed a leper. (Num 12:10-15 & 2 Kings 5:1-14)

• vs 44: Jesus touches the untouchable and healed the incurable. After healing the leper, 
Jesus sends him off with the command to obey Moses’ law. This is important to note, had he 
not of done that it would of given the people around him more reason to not believe he is the 
Messiah. But, because he did… it shows that he is the fulfillment of the law, which honors 
it… and not someone to redo/void the law of Moses. 

• Why did Jesus tell people and spirits to be silent?
• Jesus cold of wanted to avoid misunderstandings tat would precipitate a premature and/or 

erroneous popular response to him. He did not want His identity declared till He had mad 
eat character of his mission clear. 

• Chapter 2
• vs 1 - 12:  SLIDE The story of the friends dropping their paralyzed friend down from the 

ceiling. What ever happened to the friends of the paralytic? Did Jesus say anything to them 
about their faith? Could you imagine the friendship between those dudes?! How grateful the 
paralyzed man would of been! 

• vs 1: probably peters house.
• reference 1:29
• Like many Palestinian dwellings, the house probably had an outside stairway leading to a 

flat roof
• roof was probably a composite of grass, clay, clay tiles & laths

• They could of lowered him down using fishing ropes, these would of been quite common 

• vs 5: “son” was used to describe him, notice the affectionate term. 

• vs 10: BIG NOTE to the OR 
• who is the “YOU man know…”
• Jesus is never mentioned as the Son of Man until after Peters confession (8:29) besides 

the two times in this chapter (2:28), both could of been added by Mark to explain the 
significance of this even tor his readers: Jesus as the risen Son of Man HAS AUTHORITY 
(exousion, the right and power) on earth to forgive sins. Something the scribes did not fully 
understand.

• vs 12: amazed is existasthai, which means “out of their minds”



• vs 13: SLIDE Levi is also Matthew… why/when did his name change?
• Tax collector were seen as sell outs because they worked for the Romen Empire. 

they were not accepted in their society. they were excommunicated from the 
synagogue. 

• By this we see that jesus isnt bound by cultural norms
• Think of how the other 11 felt when Matthew came in.

• could Judas of been exicted that there was another man who works with $?
• Sinners could see Jesus for who he really was, because they needed him and not 

wanted him as the Messiah.
• He served Herod Antipas, the ruler of Galilee

• vs 15: there were only 5 disciples at this time:
• Matthew, Peter, Andrew, James & John. 

• vs 18: The OT prescribed fasting for all Jews only on the annual Day of Atonement, as an 
act of repentance (Lev. 16:29), but the Pharisees prompted voluntary feasts on every 
Monday and Thursday (Luke 18:12) as an act of piety. 

• vs 20: This is the first time Jesus references his death. 

• vs 23-24: This was allowed (Deut. 23:25), but the Pharisees viewed it as reaping, which was 
forbidden on the sabbath (Ex 34:21). 

• vs 25: Jesus is telling the story of David and the priests of Nob! 1 Samuel 22:6-23 

• vs 28: another possible Note to the reader. 

• Chapter 3
• vs 1: SLIDE it was his right hand. (Luke 6:6)

• 1 kings 13 4-6
• his hand dried up because he was taking action against a rebellious prophet 

and it wasnt until only healed when he prayed for a prophet to heal it.
• because of this story, the OH would of thought the hand would of been an 

punishment from God. but with him coming to the Synagogue it shows that 
he has a heart for the Lord.

• vs 5: “he looked around” - periblepomai, an all-inclusive penetrating look.
• vs 34, 5:32, 10:23, 11:11
• This is the only explicit reference to jesus’ anger in the NT
• Jesus didn't use any visible means to heal him, that might be construed as “work” on the 

sabbath. (2:28!)

• vs 6: Who are the Herodians?
•  Influential political supporters of Herod Antipas, in an unprecedented common effort to 

destroy Jesus. 

• vs 9: only Mark recorded this detail, probably because it was told from an eyewitness… 
Peter. 



• vs 12: In silencing their untimely cries Jesus reaffirmed His submission to Gods plan for 
the progressive disclosure of His identity and mission. 

• vs 13 - 19: We are only given the story of how Jesus recruited 5 of his 12 Disciples. We 
have no story for; Philip, Bartholomew, Thomas, Thaddeus, James (not the brother of John), 
Simon or Judas. 

• vs 16: notice Peter said his name first. 

• vs 19: notice the past tense with Judas. 

• vs 21: Heard what? what is “it” ?

• vs 22: Beelzebub cam into English translation from the Latin Vulgate which drives it form the 
Hebrew Baalzebub, which means “Lord of the flies”, the name of an ancient Canaanite deity 
(2 Kings 1:2)
• The Latin Vulgate is a late fourth-century Latin translation of the Bible that became, during 

the 16th century, the Catholic Church's officially promulgated Latin version of the Bible.

• vs 28 - 30: What exactly does Jesus mean regarding a blaspheme against the Holy Spirit? 
• In light of the context this refers to an attitude (not an isolated act or utterance) of defiant 

hostility toward God that rejects His saving power toward man, expressed in the Spirit-
empowered person and work of Jesus. 

• It is ones preference for darkness even though he has been exposed to light. 
• John 3:19

• Such a persistent attitude of willful unbelief can harden into a condition in which 
repentance and forgiveness, both mediated by Gods Spirit, become impossible. 

• vs 28: The words “Truly, I say to you…” are a recurring formula of solemn affirmation found 
ONLY in the gospels and ALWAYS spoke by Jesus
• 13 times in Mark

• vs 31: resumes the narrative suspended back in 3:21. 

• vs 33: this was not a rejection or denial of validity regarding family relationships. He was 
highlighting the far deeper issues of a persons relationship to Him 

• vs 34: same looking as before:  - periblepomai, an all-inclusive penetrating look

• vs 35: I like to think that after saying this, he still got up and answered his mom. we dont 
have that in scripture, but I think its cool to see him say that, and then go and honor his 
mother and brothers. 
• also notice that he didn't say father. 



• Chapter 4
• vs 1: This isn't the first time he has had to preach from a boat. He just told them to get one 

ready earlier. 3:9, although it doesn't state he actually used it. 
• It was the sea of Galilee 

• vs 3: Both before and after Jesus told this parable he urged the crowd to listen.

• vs 10: notice the location & time change. 

• vs13: the understandings here are different:
• 1st - oidate “intuitively comprehend” its meaning
• 2nd - gnosethe  “comprehend by experience” any of the kingdom parables. 

• vs 19: Part 3 of the parable of the sower… this ate my lunch. I have always read this as the 
riches of the world is what killed the seed, but now looking at it, it says more than just the 
love of riches… “and the desires for other things enter  in and choke the word”. 
• Three different concerns here:

• worries of this life
• deceitfulness of wealth
• desires for all sorts of others things

• STOP AND PRAY! APPLICATION!

• vs 35:  SLIDE What lake is he on? (Gerasenes/Gergesenes/Gadarenes/Gennesaret) is on 
the other side)

• Galiliee
• The vivid details points again to an eyewitness account. 
• Jesus is traveling with fisher man, they where at home on the water. they were traveling 

less than 8 miles. For them to really be that scared would mean that the water was really 
bad. They really had to think they were going to die.

• vs 37: The journey was interrupted by a sudden furious squall, common on this lake, 
surrounded by high hills and narrow valleys that functioned as wind tunnels. A storm in the 
evening was especially dangerous, and on this occasion the boisterous waves broke over 

• vs 41: In stilling the storm Jesus assumed the authority exercised only by God in the OT. 
This is why the disciples were terrified when they aw that even the forces of nature obeyed 
him. 
• Ps 89:8-9
• Ps 104:5-9
• Ps 106:8-9
• Ps 107:23-32

• Chapter 5
• vs 1-20: SLIDE How old was this guy? it says he was shacked with chains for a while, so he 

had to be an older man. maybe 40’s?? 

• vs 2: These tombs were probably cavelike rooms cut into the rocks of nearby hills which 
served as tombs and sometimes as haunts for demented people. Matthew mentioned 
demoniacs, whereas Mark and luke focused attention on one, probably the worst case. 



• As Jews the disciples where wanting to run in the opposite direction, Jesus doesnt run and 
stands firm, in his mercy, love and power. 
• He has come to this pagan area to show that all nations to know him.

• vs 5: Such behavior shows that demon possession is not mere sickness or insanity but a 
desperate satanic attempt to distort and destroy God’s image in man. 

• vs 9: The Latin word “Legion” commonly known in Palestine, denoted a Roman army 
regiment of about 6000 soldiers. 

• vs 10: Would the reason the demons didn't want Jesus to send them out of the country is 
because they were being worshipped there? (insert whole theory on the greek gods). The 
book of Luke says “not to command them to depart into the abyss” (Luke 8:31)

Observations for Segment 6
Mark 4:35-7:8

Who: the man who was possessed with many demons (Mark 5:1-20)
INT: 

This man is described as the following:
• Lived in tombs -MK 5:2-3
• made a house in the tombs -LK 8:27
• Had an unclean spirit -MK 5:2
• Unable to be bound -MK 5:3-4
• Constantly yelling -MK 5:5
• Cutting himself with stones -MK 5:5
• Gave the name “Legion, for we are many” when asked -MK 5:9
• Legion means, The major unit of the Roman army consisting of 3000 to 6000 infantry troops 

and 100 to 200 cavalry troops (Online dictionary).
• No one was able to pass by him -Mat 8:28
• He had once lived in the city -LK 8:27
• He was naked for a long time -LK 8:27
• Often seized and driven into the desert -LK 8:2

He was discovered by Jesus in the country of:
• Gerasenes (MK 5:1)
• Gadarenes (Mat 8:28) 
• Gerasenes (LK 8:26)

In this immediate area, steep hills come down to the shoreline and fit the story of the swine 
rushing headlong into the sea. No other place on the east side of the sea fits this requirement of 
the story. The mountainside has caves and hewn tombs where, according to Mark and Luke, the 
demoniac had taken shelter. The site is identified today with the town of Kersa, or Gersa, just 
below Wadi es-Samak.



Jesus enters the scene right after calming the storm that arose on the sea of Galilee. 
The OH would of been exhausted and still confused & amazed at how Jesus had just recently 
calmed the storm that almost took their lives. (Mark 4:35-41 & Lori’s Teaching) 
Bob (the demon possessed guy, who i will now call Bob for sake of understanding) immediately 
runs up to Jesus who just stepped out of the boat (he might of even been still in the water) (5:2). 
Bob falls on his face before Jesus and responds with asking for mercy (5:7-8). Jesus grants 
permission for the 2000+ demons to leave Bob and go into the heard of pigs nearby. They 
rushed down the steep bank (not off the cliff, there isn't any in that region, GLO Program) and 
drown in the water. 

Important things to note regarding this area and pigs:
• In this region they were under the influence of Rome, so they would of worshipped the greek 

Gods one of the main Gods they worshipped was Dionysus:
• who was the son of Zeus also Semele (a mortal woman).
• Zeus had to kill Semele because she requested to see her “lover” as he really ways. When 

Zeus agreed she died become of his “glory”
• But was able to save Dionysus by stitching him into his thigh until he was ready to be born.
• Those that worshipped him would often be be greater then himself and do works he 

otherwise could not.
• go into mad states where they would rip apart and eat raw any animal they came upon.

• (www.greekmythology.com/Other_Gods/Dionysus/dionysus.html)
• He was killed by Titans, only be brought back to life to greater strength.
• With one of the ways to worship Dionysus to eat raw animals, pigs provided an easy way to 

practice their worship. (Lori’s Teaching)
• So by Jesus sending the legion of demons into the pigs he not only was showing mercy to 

demons, but removing one of the ways an entire region worships their god. 

Once Jesus heals Bob the herdsmen fled and told everyone in the city and in the country (5:14). 
Many others joined the scared and frustrated herdsmen and returned to find Jesus, his disciples 
and a sane bob, who was now fully clothed (5:15). Out of their fear (Luke 8:37) they Begged 
Jesus to leave their region (Mk 5:17). Upon hearing this, Bob panics and begs Jesus to take him 
with the disciples as they are getting back into the boat (5:18). Jesus’ responds with telling him 
no, and sending him back into the town he once lived in to proclaim what he has done (5:19-20).
This would of been very important for the OR & OH to catch, because this is the first time in 
Jesus’ ministry he gives someone permission to go and tell others about him. 



Jesus’ miracles prior to his encounter with Bob show Jesus telling them to be silent and to keep 
his identity quiet:

• Man with an unclean spirit (1:25)
• “Be silent...”

• Jesus heals Mary (1:31)
• no mention of anything, but no command to tell others

• Heals many others (1:34)
• “and he would not permit the demons to speak, because they knew who he was”

• casting out demons in the synagogues (1:39)
• no mention of anything, but no command to tell others

• Heals a Leper (1:40-45)
• “say nothing to anyone, but go, show yourself to the priest and offer your cleansing”

• no command to tell others, just to go and fulfill the law.
• Jesus had to leave town early because of his disobedience (1:45)
• Heals a Paralytic (2:1-12)

• no mention of anything, but no command to tell others
• Heals a man with withered hand (3:1-6)

• no mention of anything, but no command to tell others
• Healed many with diseases & unclean spirits (3:7-12)

• “and he strictly ordered them not to make him known” (3:12)

Finally Jesus heals Bob, and commissions him to; “Go home to your friends and tell them how 
much he Lord has done for you, and how he has had mercy on you.” Bob obeys this command 
and proclaims in the Decapolis how much Jesus has done for him, with everyone Marveling. 
(5:20)

Where: Decapolis (5:20)
INT: Decapolis is mentioned:

Jesus returns to Gennesaret, (is this the same place?)

Gennesaret - Matthew 14:34, Mark 6:53
Gerasenes -
Gadarenes - 

Considering all the above it appears the names Gadarenes, Gergesenes, Gennesaret, and 
Decapolis fit together such as Gennesaret being a town in Decapolis with the Gergesenes and 
Gadarenes being a people of Gennesaret.

Rev. 12:11

Sends out the disciples - luke 9, mark 6:7
Sends the 70 (2x2) - luke 10



• vs 22: Jairus was a lay official responsible for the physical management of the synagogue 
building and the worship services. He was a respected leader in the community.
• not all religious leader were hostile to Jesus. 
• he was probably familiar Jesus’ power from previous associations (1:21-28)
• the OH would think about how this women shouldn’t be there (unclean & gender), she 

knew it would come at great cost to touch him. She wasnt touched for 12 years!! she was 
lonely and rejected, but once healed she would freak out in joy yet terror, she could of 
been killed for this.
• She needed to know that Jesus acknowledged her, he didnt have to turn around
• Jairus would of thought that because jesus healed the bleeding woman Jesus valued her 

more than his daughter. 

• vs 34: The affectionate title, Daughter is the only recorded use by jesus. 

• vs 37: this is the first time we see Jesus bring specific people with him. Peter, James and 
John. I often wonder why… it wasn't because he liked them more, it had to be a relational 
thing, or trust. How did this make the other 9 dudes feel? Did is spur them on to trust and 
pursue Jesus more? Did this start to mess with Judas’ head? 

• Chapter 6
• vs 3: The Phrase “Mary’s son” was also derogatory since a man was not described as his 

mothers son in Jewish usage even if she was a wide, except by insult. Their words, 
calculated in sults, also suggested they knew there was something unusual about Jesus 
birth. 
• Jesus had 4 brothers; James, Joses, Judas & Simon. It also mentions he had sisters… but 

doesn't say how many. This is interesting, it shows the faithfulness of God to Mary & 
Joesph. After she had Jesus, He blesses them with 4+ kids. 
• James - became a leader in the early church at Jerusalem (Acts 15:13-21) & wrote 

James
• Judas - was probably Jude, author of Jude. 
• Joses & Simon - no info
• Sisters - nada
• Its believed that Joseph is not mentioned here because he might of already died. 

• vs 5: There is no limitation on His power, but His purpose was to preform miracles in the 
presence of Faith. Thus… only a few there had faith to come to Him for healing. 
• As far as we know, Jesus Never returned to his home town Nazareth. 

• vs 7-13: What did Jesus do while the Disciples where sent out? how long were they gone? 

• vs 14-16: SLIDE portion of the story is current time, the next 13 verses are all in the past. 

• vs 29: What happened to Johns head? I wonder what the interaction was like between the 
executioner and John. 

• vs 31: SLIDE Jesus was taking his crew out on a “staff retreat”, this gets interrupted with he 
feeding of the 5000. They only make it to the other side and as soon as the hit the shore, 
they do more ministry. I wonder what their attitudes were like. 



• vs 35: The disciples call the place they are at a “desolate place”, which is what Jesus said 
he wanted to take them. Just find that interesting, that doesn't sound like a refreshing 
location. 

• vs 37: The denarius , the basic roman silver coin used in Palestine, was the average daily 
wage for a farm laborer. Consequently 200 denarii was roughly equivalent to eight months of 
a mans wagers, a sum beyond the disciples means

• vs 41: How the miracle itself took place is not stated, but the imperfect tense of the verb 
“gave” indicates the bread multiplied in Jesus hands. 
• gave = literally “kept giving”

• vs 38-44: SLIDE Jesus doesn't really do much in this story. He just challenges their faith and 
comforts. All he does is guide them, the 12 do all the work. I also wonder when the miracle 
of provision takes place, did it happen when he prayed, or when the 12 go out to the groups. 
It also is cool to note that the 12 & Jesus ate after everyone. How different would it of looked 
if they ate first. It also never says anything about Jesus eating. 

• vs 48: The words “he was about to pass by them” does NOT mean He was going “to 
bypass” them. He intended “to pass beside” them in the sense of an OT theophany (ex 
33:19 & 22; 1 K 19:11) to simply reassure them. 

• vs 53: Gennesaret (could be) the same location mentioned in 4:35 this story connects with 
the healing of the legion man in chapter 4. 

• Chapter 7
• vs 3-4: This is a comment from Mark to the OR. When I come across these, I always picture 

the author, putting down his writing tools and thinking about the people that will read this 
letter. His thinking would be… “oh yeah, they need to know this too.”

• vs 10-13: What is “Corban”? 
• Is Greek for of a Hebrew term used to refer to a gift devoted to God.
• If a son declared that he resources needed to support his aging parents were “corban” 

than, according to scribal tradition, he was exempt from this command of God, and his 
parents were legally excluded from any claim on him. The scabs emphasized that his vow 
was unalterable and her probity over his family responsibilities. So they no longer let him 
do anything for his parents. 

• vs 14: Interesting thought about the food of the OT being “unlcean” the food wasn't the 
issue, a Jew who ate unclean food was defiled not by the food, but by his disobeying Gods 
command. 

• vs 19: The concluding sentence of verse 19 is added for the OR, to emphasize the 
significance of Jesus statement for his Christian readers in Rome, some of whom may have 
been confused over Jewish food laws. He simply pointed out that Jesus declared all food 
clean for Chritians. The early church was slow to grasp this truth (Acts 10 & 15)
• Rom. 14:14
• Gal. 2:11-17
• Col. 2:20-22



• vs 21: “Evil thoughts generated in a heart united with ones will to produce evil words and 
actions.”

• vs 24: This is the only time recorded in Mark where he left Israel, modern Lebanon.

• vs 26: What is a Syrophoenician? 
• Born of Phonenica, part of the province of Syria. Matthew called her a “canaanite woman. 

(Mat. 15:22)
• the Syrphencians where 1/2 syrian and 1/2 Phoenician

• The OH would of seen that J came for everyone... even them

• vs 30: This is the only miracle recorded in Mark that Jesus performed at a distance without 
giving any vocal commands. 

• vs 31: Is the Decapolis (I think that means like a major city) the same one mentioned in Mark 
4 as well? 

• vs 34: Jesus uses SIGN LANGUAGE! also important to note the emotion of Jesus with him 
sighing. 

• Chapter 8
• vs 4: SERIOUSLY?!  After all they have seen they still dont believe! I wonder if at least one 

of the 12 had to remember what happened last time! What would of happened had one of 
them spoke up? Its also impressive that Jesus didn't lose his cool, because you know he 
remembered feeding the 5,000. 

• vs 8: The baskets in this story differ from the baskets used in the feeding of 5000. They 
were rope or mat baskets sometimes large enough to carry a man (Acts 9:25). Thus  the 7 
basketfuls (perhaps a basket per loaf) likely held more bread than the smaller 12 
mentioned earlier. 

• chapter 6 - Kophinoi
• Chapter 8 - Spyridas

• vs 11: In the OT a “sign” was not so much a demonstration of power as an evidence that 
an utterance or action was authentic and trustworthy. The Pharisees did not demand a 
spectacular miracle, but that Jesus give unmistakable proof that He and His mission were 
authorized by God. They believed quite the opposite. 

• They wanted to see Jesus’ “permission slip”
• A Miracle (dynamis) and a sign (semeion). A miracle is Gods presence and power in 

Jesus, this can be a honest expression of ones faith. (5:23, 7:26, :32). But, such an 
appeal is illegitimate if it arises out of unbelief, as was true of the Pharisees. 

• vs 15: A small amount of yeast can affect a large amount of bread dough when they are 
mixed. Yeast was a common Jewish metaphor for an invisible, pervasive influence. 
• In this case, Jesus was talking about UNBELIEF! 

• This lay behind the Pharisees request for a sign even though their minds were already 
made up. This attitude of unbelief had affected the whole nation of Israel, and He 



warned His disciples against it. In contrast, He called them to faith and understanding 
out signs!

• vs 21: what was their response? did they repent? or was it just an awkward silence for a 
bit. 

• vs 23: He took him aside probably to establish a 1-1 relationship with him, and to avoid the 
crowds and publicity. 

• What if the crowd he saw was the 12 disciples, and the whole healing parts were an 
example to them as they watched. Jesus just rebuked them for their unbelief and 
blindness to who he was and what he was doing. After the first healing, he was longer 
totally blind, but his sight was still poor… JUST LIKE THEM! 

• And then the 2nd healing would of been a huge encouragement for them because it 
would of shown them that there is hope. 
• The “delay” in healing could of had NOTHING to do with the mans faith, or Jesus’ 

ability… but Jesus using it as a Teachable moment!

• vs 27-29: This crucial passage is the point to which the first half of the book leads 
up to and from which the second half proceeds. 

• Cruciality of Jesus’ identity 
• 8:27 - 9:1

• 1st part = Who is Jesus?
• 2nd part = What kind of Messiah is he? What does it mean to follow him?

• vs 30: People had thought up many false ideas about the concept of the “Messiah.” The 
promised David Messiah (2 Sam. 7:16; Isa 55:3-5; Jer. 23:5) was commonly thought to be 
a political, nationalistic guide destined to free the Jew from Roman Domination (a 2nd 
“Moses”). But Jesus messianic mission was broader in scope and far different in nature. 
So He was reluctant to use this title, and the disciples were not yet ready to proclaim the 
true meaning of his messiahship. 

• vs 31: this is the 2nd time Jesus mentions his death. Its the 1st time he mentions the 3 
days & his resurrection. 
• Jesus refers to himself as  “the Son of Man.” This expression has appeared only twice 

before in Mark (2:10, :28). Both times Mark used it to show the significance of an event 
for his Christian readers. From now on it occurs more often but only when Jesus talked 
about himself. 
• This title especially suited Jesus total mission. It was free of political connotations, thus 

preventing false expectations. 

• vs 33: I think this is Jesus showing them that no one is immune from the attacks of the 
enemy and a quick lesson in spiritual warfare. With Peter just confessing that he is the 
Messiah, and Jesus saying  “For flesh and blood has not revealed this to you, but my 
Father who is in Heaven…” (Matthew 16:13-20). And then hearing from the enemy that 
Jesus cant die, would show that we can hear both voices… 



• Chapter 9
• vs 1: “See the kingdom of God come with power”

• What does that mean?
• Jesus transfiguration (most scholars believe this is correct) 
• Jesus resurrection and Ascension
• The coming of the HS and spread of Christianity by the early church
• The destruction of Jerusalem by Rome 

• The second coming of Christ

• vs 2: the AND here is key, its a connector 

• vs 3: Mark is the only one to mention his clothes, another key to an eye witness account. 

• vs 4: I've always wondered what they were talking about. The only theory I have for why it 
was Elijah & Moses is because Elijah represent the prophet/signs & wonders while Moses 
represented the Law. With both of them there, and then leaving only Jesus, it would of 
shown them that Jesus was the perfect combination of both. Also, with God saying “this is 
my beloved Son, listen to him”, this would of shown them also the importance of who 
Jesus was. 
• They would of followed Moses & Elijah without question… this was the Fathers way to 

show P, J & J the significance of Jesus. 
• Something else here, how did P, J & J know what Moses & Elijah look like? How did they 

recognize them? 

• vs 6: Terrified, a strong adjective used only here and in Heb. 12:21

• vs 7: “Listen to him” actually means, “Be obedient to Him”. This reflects the prophecy of 
Deuteronomy 18:15 and serves to identify Jesus as the new and final Mediator of Gods 
rule in its resent and future form. Jesus succeeded Moses and Elijah, who suddenly 
disappeared leaving no on except Jesus. Their work was done and they were super sided. 
Jesus, not moses or Elijah, is now Gods authorized Ruler and Spokesman. 

• vs 9: 3rd time he predicts his death. 
• His final command to silence recorded by Mark, and the only one with a time limit. 

• vs 13: I think he is talking about JTB. Because JTB is mentioned as Elijah (mark 6:15)
• Its also interesting to think about JTB never knowing his true role. 

• John 1:21

• vs 29: But he didn't fast… nor pray… nor shed tears… ?? 

• vs 31: 4th time he predicts his death. 
• vs 42: The large millstone was a heavy, flat stone turned by a donkey when it was grinding 

grain. Punishment  by drowning someone this way was familiar to Jesus’  disciples
• Josephus, The Antiquities of the Jews 14. 15. 10

• vs 43: Hell, is translated “Gehenna” comes from two Hebrew words meaning “Valley of 
Hinnom” which is a place south of Jerusalem where children were once sacrificed to the 
pagan god molech (2 Chron. 28:3; 33:6, Jer. 7:31; 19:5-6 & 32:35). 



• Then during the reforms of Josiah (2 kings 23:10) the site became Jerusalem’s dump 
where fires burned continually to consume the regular deposits of worm-infested 
garbage. 

• In jewish thought the imagery of fire and worms vividly portrayed the place of future 
eternal punishment for the wicked. (Eccl 7:17). 

• Jesus used this word geenna 11 of its 12 NT occurrences. 
• The one exception is James 3:6. 

• Chapter 10
• vs 10: Observe the Pronouns he is giving BOTH genders equal responsibility

• John 8:1-11

• vs 12: This portion is unique to Mark, showing that a woman can divorce both correctly 
and incorrectly. 
• These words were significant for the OR sine under Roman law a wife could initiate 

divorce. 

• vs 14: MAJOR EMOTION! 

• vs 21: I love that it says; “… Jesus, looking at him, LOVED HIM…” What would of 
happened had he of done that. What would his story of been. Now we just know he 
probably died full of regret. I bet that choice not to follow Jesus haunted him the rest of his 
life. 

• vs 24: Amazed = Surprised; because in Judaism riches were a mark of Gods favor and 
thus an advantage, not a barrier. 

• vs 32: “Jesus walking ahead” 
• this detail is only found in Mark. 
• its for the OR to see that Jesus leads in both suffering and in triumph. 

• vs 33: I think this is actually the 4th time he told them about this death. 

• vs 39: They do share in Jesus’ death & “baptism”
• James was the first to die

• Acts 12:2
• John was the last to die

• John 21:20-23
• Rev 1:9

• vs 45: Key verse. 

• vs 46: only Mark includes his name. This could mean that Bartimaeus could of been 
known by the OR.

• vs 48: the crowd perhaps wasn't hushing him because he was imbarrissing, but didn't like 
what he was calling Jesus; “Son of David!”
• This is the first time he is called that in Mark



• What if the reason he called Jesus this was because, though blind, he could clearly see 
that Jesus was the true Messiah. 

• vs 51: I find it interesting that jesus had to ask him what he wanted him to do for him. 

• Chapter 11
• vs 1-6:  SLIDE The amount of detail Mark recorded here implies an eyewitness report; 

perhaps Peter was one of the two send on this errand.
• Besides the somewhat obvious indication that Jesus “knew” there would be one, another 

theory is that Jesus had asked the guy earlier and simply needed to remind him of their 
arraignment. 

• vs 8: why would they of spread their cloaks on the road. what would have have 
meant? was it different that the leafy branches?
• We see this again in 2 Kings 9:12-13 as a sign of royalty. 

• vs 11: So he has the big Triumphal entry, but only looks around at everything and then 
because its late he leaves and goes to Bethany.. haha. kinda funny. 

• vs 12: SLIDE

• vs 15: The “money changers” were needed because there was three types of coin:
• Imperial money - Roman
• provincial money - Greek
• local money - Jewish

• Money changers provided the required conversions for temple tax of all male Jews 20 
years and up. 

• vs 16: merchants also had created a shortcut through the temple grounds. 

• vs 17: Only Mark extended the quotation from Isaiah to include the words FOR ALL 
NATIONS. 
• This was huge for the Roman OR’s!
• This whole rebuke would of been massive. It was passover time and the temple grounds 

would of been full of people from ALL OVER. 



• Chapter 12
• vs 7: The sons arrival may have caused the tenants to assume that the owner had died 

and his son was his only heir. In Palestine at the time, a piece of land could be possessed 
lawfully by whoever calmed it first if it was “ownerless property,” unclaimed by an heir with 
an a certain time period (Mishnah Baba Bathra 3.3). The tenant farmers assumed they if 
they killed the son they could acquire the vineyard. 

• vs 13: The Herodians were a sect or party of Hellenistic Jews mentioned in the New 
Testament as having on two occasions — first in Galilee, and later in Jerusalem — 
manifested an unfriendly disposition towards Jesus (Mark 3:6, 12:13; Matthew 22:16; cf. 
also Mark 8:15, Luke 13:31-32, Acts 4:27).

• Hellenistic Judaism was a form of Judaism in the ancient world that combined Jewish 
religious tradition with elements of Greek culture.
• people are trying to trap Jesus again in his speech so they can arrest him. He is 

respectful to the leadership
• Romans 13:1

• This would of been good for the OR to see that even Jesus was nice to Tiberaus

• vs 16: The coin had Tiberius Caesar on it and the description in Latin “Tiberius Caeser 
Augustus, Son of the Divine Augustus” and on the reverse  side: “Chief Priest”. 
• This inscription originated in the imperial cult of emperor worship and was a claim to 

divinity, which was particularly repulsive to Jews. 

• vs 18: This is Marks only reference to the sadducees

• vs 19: This was a Mosaic regulations concerning “Levirate Marriage” (form Latin, lever, 
“husbands brother”, Deut. 25:5-10) 
• This was to prevent extinction of a family line and thereby kept the family inheritance 

intact. 

• vs 28: the Pharisee’s reference in asking “what was the most important law” was:
• Traditionally the scribes spoke of 613 individual commandments of the Mosaic law

• 365 - negative ones
• 248 - positive ones

• vs 42: she gave two lepta. 
• A lepton was the smallest bronze Jewish coin in circulation. 

• two Lepta were worth 1/64 of a Roman denarius, a days wage for a laborer.
• Mark stated this for his OR, so they would know the value in terms of Roman currency. 



• Chapter 13 = Olivet (because he is in the olive grove) Discourse or “Little Apocalypse”
• Matthew 24 & Luke 21
• vs 1: Its important to remember that they are leaving the temple grounds. 

• Context is key!
• Possibly Wednesday evening of Passion week
• This chapter flows from the context of chapter 11 & 12
• Jesus’ focus here is on the destruction of both the:

• Jerusalem
• Temple
• Religious system

• vs 2: This prediction was fulfilled literally within the span of a generation. In 70 AD after the 
temple area was burned contrary to Titus directives, he ordered his Roma soldiers to 
demolish the whole city and level is buildings to the ground 
• Josephus Jewish Wars 7. 1. 1.)
• What he just did was grounds for death, speaking against the temple.

• The temple was won of the wonders of the world, it was blasphemies to speak against it.
• this is why Stephen was killed and one of the main accusations towards jesus

• vs 4: Peter’s question is TWO different questions!
• When will the temple be destroyed?
• What will be the sign that everything is accomplished and your returning? 

• Having only the perspective of the OT prophecy (Zech. 14), the disciples saw not a lot of 
time  between the temples destruction and the end time events climaxing in the coming in 
the return of Jesus.
• They assumed that the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple were some of the 

events at the end of their present Age and would inaugurate the messianic kingdom. 
• They wanted to know when this would all happen, and WHAT visible signs would 

indicate is around the corner. 
• They believed that the Temple played a large role

•  hence the disciple in the first part boasting to Jesus about the Temple's 
construction. 

• Jesus' prophecy concerning the Temple's destruction was contrary to their belief 
system. 
• Jesus sought to correct that impression, first, by discussing the Roman 

invasion

*first he tells them things that are NOT signs

• vs 5-6: Jesus is warning them of many false messiahs arriving during crisis times.
• Acts 8:9-11

• Simon the Magician 
• He is talking about false Messiahs

• There were many false Messiahs that will come after his death and before the temple 
is destroyed. 
• one was an Egyptian man who gathered 30,000 jews at the mount of Olives for 

deliverance.... or take them away from Rome.
• Felix (in acts) caught them and Killed them

• This was good for the OR to not get caught up in deceit and fall away.



• vs 7: 62- 66 AD there was huge upheaval all around the Roman empire, expectially in Syria 
a new General was coming into town named Titus. 
• Titus was the son of Vespasian, who later became a Caesar after Nero 

• vs 8: There were major earthquakes in Asia minor 60-64 AD
• To the OR this was just the beginning for them, because some of this stuff had already 

happened! 
• THIS WAS TO SHOW THE END OF JUDAISM, NOT THE END OF THE WORLD. 

• Titus was sent in to bring peace and maintain “Pax Romana”

• vs 10: interesting thought, compare this to Pauls statement in Col. 1:5-6
• Wrote in the 60’s AD before the fall. 
• When Paul writes this the believes that the task was already completed.

• Remember, preaching the gospel worldwide does not require or guarantee its worldwide 
acceptance before or at the end of the age. 
• Matt 25:31-46

• vs 11: my story of being held in Morocco

• vs 12-13: These words of warning were prettied to the OR who were threatened by 
persecution for their allegiance to Jesus
• Such suffering could be more ready endured when viewed in the context of Gods plan for 

world wide evangelism and vindication 

• vs 14: Abomination means what is rejected by God
• When: you will see this (THE OR!!!!) 

• “Let the reader understand”
• What is the Abomination of Desolation

• Daniel 9:27 & 11:31
• Three points of the desecration of the temple that daniel is talking about

• 168 BC by Antiochus IV Epiphanes Taking over Jerusalem
• Rededicating the temple to Zeus
• Burning swine on the alter

• Mark is telling the OR that “when you see this... RUN!”
• Before Titus took over Jer. this is what was going on Jer.

• Prior to 68 AD:
• Roman soldiers were offering sacrifices to own gods

• Zealot groups that lived in the temple
• Allowing known criminals to run wild threw the temple, even the holy of holies.

• Jerm. 3:16 says we will never see the ark again.
• this is their time to run! 
• When Rome finally came to Jer to destroy it, they did by fire. the dead bodies where so 

bad it was unable to walk. Everyone was effected by this except one group... the Jewish 
Christians who listened to this passage!!!!!! 

• They fled to Pella which was a city outside of Jer.

• vs 15-16: Mark is warning them that they wont have time to leave.



• vs 18: on June 9th 68AD Nero dies
• Titus’ dad become the new Caesar, and he leaves Jer. to return back to Rome. 

• This allowed them to flee to Pella

• vs 19: What happened when Titus took over was FAR worse than the holocaust. 
• over 1 million jews crucified

• There were so many crosses from crucifixions that “there was no room to put any 
more” and a “wanting of more wood” was sent out. 

• people began killing each other for food
• than resorted to cannibalism for food

• one woman boiled her son and invited friends over to eat before they were all killed. 
• the siege of jerusalem took 2 years
• at the end of the battle, the Holy of Holies was used for prostitution & then became a 

place to store dead bodies 
• They take a jewish clown and dress him up as a high priest and dedicated him to the 

high priesthood
• Josephus quotes the real HP saying that he would of rather been dead than to of seen 

what they did to the temple. 

• vs 24-27: Sharp contrast here THIS IS ABOUT THE END OF THE WORLD
• no longer talking about to the 4 dudes
• After that tribulation- is talking about the fall of Jer.

• vs 27: this is going to be a bit different from his humble entry into Jer. earlier.

• vs 29: Back to the 4 guys
• he is talking about TITUS!! NOT JESUS!!!!!

• Isisah 55:11

• vs 32: This part of scripture is an example of “telescoping” 
• Meaning it could be relevant to both General Titus & Jesus’ return. 

• Chapter 14
• vs 1: The fest is Passover

• There is a lot of confusion to the chronology of events here, because we use two different 
calendars:
• Roman (modern) system = new day at midnight
• Jewish system = new day at sunset 

• vs 3: This could be the same Leper Jesus healed earlier
• 1:40

• the woman was Mary, sister of Martha and Lazarus
• John 12:3

• John says that Mary poured it on Jesus feed and wiped them with her hair (John 12:3)
• Both are possible since he was seated at the table



• vs 10:  SLIDE Why did Judas betray Jesus?!
• He was the only non-Galilean member of the 12, may have responded to the official notice

• John 11:57
• He was disillusioned by Jesus failure to establish a political kingdom and his hopes for 

material gain seemed doomed.
• His love for money moved him to salvage something for himself. 

• The bottom line - He came under satanic control
• Luke 22:3, John13:2, 27

• “In judas life one finds an intriguing combination of divine sovereignty and human 
responsibility. According to Gods plan, Jesus must suffer and die (Rev. 13:8);yet Judas, 
though not compelled to be the traiter, was held responsible for submitting to Satans 
directives. 

• John. 13:27

• vs 22: Before eating the passover meal, the host of the home would explain its meaning 
regarding Israel deliverance from slavery in Egypt. As host, Jesus probably did so to prepare 
his dimples for a new understanding of the bread and wine. 

• vs 25: Assuming jesus followed the passover ritual:
• Passover evening plan:

• A blessing is said over the first of four cups of wine.
• The host washes his hands.
• The middle one of three matzah – that is, unleavened bread – is broken in two. One of 

the broken halves is hidden until after the meal. 
• They drink the first cup of wine:

• The first cup of wine is called the cup of sanctificationIt is to commemorate the 
promise: 
• “I will bring you out.”

• The Passover story is told.
• A second cup of wine.

• The second cup is called the cup of plagues. It reflects the plagues that came upon 
Egypt – and it relates to the second promise:
•  “I will free you from being slaves.”

• Everyone washes their hands.
• Bitter herbs are eaten. 

• In Exodus 12:8 the Jews were told to eat the lamb with unleavened bread and with bitter 
herbs. In Hebrew the bitter herbs are called ‘maror’. They are usually grated 
horseradish.

• The main meal. The main course is roasted lamb.
• A blessing is said after the meal.
• The broken half of matzah, which had been hidden, is brought back to the table. It has to 

be found by a child. The matzah is broken into pieces and distributed. Everyone eats of 
the bread.

• A third cup of wine.
• The third cup is called the cup of redemption, God says: 

• “I will redeem you.”
• A child opens the door to see if Elijah is there. The Bible says that Elijah would come and 

precede the Messiah.



• Psalms 113 to 118 – the ‘hallel’, the praise psalms – are sung.
• A fourth cup of wine.

• The fourth cup is called the cup of completion, God says:
•  “I will take you as my own people.”

• This is the cup Jesus didn't drink!

• vs 36: how crazy is it that we see the flesh of jesus wanting to live. 
• what a powerful picture of submission. 

• vs 51-52:
• This unusual episode unique to Mark, shows that everyone fled, leaving Jesus completely 

forsaken.
• Most interpreters believe that this young man (young meaning - neaniskos, a person in 

the prime of their life, 24-40) was actually Mark.
• If this is true:

• he was the son of the house owner.
• vs 14-15, acts 12:12.

• This is how the evening could of gone:
• after jesus and his disciples left Marks fathers house after passover, mark removed 

his outer cloak and went to bed, wrapped in a linen sleeping garment. 
• Shortly after word a servant may have awake him with the news about Jesus 

betrayal, since judas and crew had come to his house to arrest Jesus. 
• Without stopping to dress, Mark rushed to Gethsemane perhaps to warn jesus, who 

had already been arrested. 
• After all the disciples fled, make was following jesus and his captors into the city 

when some of them seized Mark, perhaps as a potential witness. 
• He flees from them naked leaving his lined sleeping garment in someones hands. 

• vs 53-65
•  SLIDE Jesus had six trials, 3 religious trials & 3 Civil trials

• This was necessary because the Sanhedrin did not have the power to exercise capital 
punishment. 
• Religious 

• Before Annas - John 18:12-14, 19-23
• Before Caiaphas - Matthew 26:57-68
• Before the Sanhedrin - Matthew 27:1-2

• Civil
• Before Pilate - John 18:28-38

• initial interrogation
• “I find no guilt!”

• Before Herod - Luke 23:6-12
• another interrogation
• Since Jesus was a Galilean he was under Herods jurisdiction

• Herod wanted to see Jesus do something cool, so was happy to see him. 
• Jesus didn't respond. 
• They mocked him and dressed him in “splinded clothing” 

• Herod and Pilate became friends this day. 



• Before Pilate - John 18:39-19:16
• Final arraignment before Pilate
• Barabbas release
• flogged him
• put the crown of thorns on
• “take him, crucify him, i still see no guilt!”
• Crucifixion verdict. 

• vs 72: As the Peter denies Jesus for the third time, Luke tells us that Jesus was looking at 
him when Peter remembered.

• Luke 22:61
• which could of been the reason he lost it. 

• Chapter 15:
• vs 7: Who is Barabbas?

• Arrested him during a uprising in Jerusalem. 
• A notorious freedom fighter
• Robber (John 18:40)
• Murderer 
• He may have been a Zealot

• a nationalist who stirred up proposition against Rome, and was awaiting his execution. 
• First person to benefit from Jesus going to the cross. 

• vs 15: A roman flogging was a brutal beating that always preceded the execution of a capital 
sentence on male offenders. 
• The Passion of Christ portrayal of this is almost 100% accurate. 

• Often this punishment was fatal, and the crucifix was needed. 

• vs 21: Customarily a condemned man carried the patibulum of his own cross, that is, the 
crossbeam weighing about 100 lbs, through the streets to the place of his execution. 

• vs 21: Simon was from an important coastal city of North Africa that had a large jewish 
colony (Acts 2:10). 
• He was either an immigrant living near Jerusalem or more likey, a pilgrim who came for 

Passover. 
• Only Mark mentioned Simons sons, Alexander and Rufus, suggesting that they're disciples 

known to his readers in Rome. (Rom 16:13)
• vs 25: its important to note the simplicity of Peters account. 

• It is both vivid yet restrained. 
• His roman readers needed no elaboration and he offers none. 

• vs 27: These two men, could of been with Barabbas. Even dear friends of him, arrested at 
the same time he was. 

• vs 33-41 Mark records the five crazies that accompanied jesus death
• Darkness - :33

• a miraculous solar eclipse, a cosmic sign of Gods judgment on human sin
• Jesus’ cry - :34

• Mark translated the saying into Greek for his readers. 
• This cry combined:

• abandonment by God in a JUDICIAL not relational sense



• a genuine affirmation of Jesus relationship to God. 
• Bearing the curse of sin and Gods judgment on sin. 

• He had just experienced the unfathomable horror of separation from God, who 
cannot look on sin. . 

• This prayer is the only prayer of Jesus, where he doesn't address God as “Abba”, but 
“My God”
• Showing at that moment he was a sinner, broken in relationship, and needing 

redemption. 

• Jesus’ loud cry - :37
• This shows us that he did not die from normal crucifixion causes. 

• Normally  such a person suffered extreme exhaustion for a long period and ten lapsed 
into a coma before dying. 

• Jesus was fully conscious to the end. 
• we see Pilates surprise later in verse 44. 

• Temple curtain torn from top to bottom - :38
• This was simultaneous with his death. 
• IT was no doubt observed and reported by the priests (Acts 6:7) who at that moment 

were conducting the Jewish even sacrifice!!!!!
• The roman centurions confession - :39

• The greek used to describe this mans position is another indication of Marks audience, 
they would of know the significance of a Roman Centurion. 
• Mark = Leader of over 100
• all others = just a soldier

• vs 40-41: 
• SLIDE mentioned the women as eyewitnesses of the crucifixion in anticipation of their 

eyewitness role at Jesus burial and his resurrection. 
• Their devotion surpassed that of the 11 disciples who had deserted him. 
• Mark may have also intended these words as an encouragement to faithful discipleship 

among women in the church at Rome. 

• vs 42: cool little context plug for the OR. 
• They wouldn't of understood Jewish Sabbath vs Christian Sabbath 

• vs 43: Who is Joseph of Arimathea?
• Probably lived in Jerusalem, but originally from Arimathea, a village 20 miles north west of 

the city
• He was a wealthy reputable member of the council

• Matt 27:57
• He had NOT approved of the Sanhedrins decision to Kill jesus. 

• Luke 23:51
• He was personally waiting for the Kingdom of God, which suggests he was a devout 

Pharisee. 
• He regarded Jesus as the messiah though so far he was a secret disciple. 

• John 19:38
• Super brave in asking for Jesus body because:

• he wasn't a relative of Jesus



• his request was a favor that would like be denied on principle sine jesus had been 
executed for treason

• he risked ceremonial defilement in handling a dead body
• His request amounted to an open confession of personal loyalty to the crucified jesus 

which would doubtless incur his associates hostility. 
• The secret was out. 
• THIS WOULD REALLY IMPRESS THE OR!!!

• vs 45: this would of also been encouraging to the OR, knowing that Jesus’ death was 
confirmed by a Roman official. 

• vs 46: Joesph had to of had help, he had to get permission, get him down, and prepped 
before sunset, which was about two hours of time!

• Nicodemus, jumped in and helped and brought stuff they needed
• John 19:39-40

• Jewish law said that the bodies had to be buried before sunset.

• Chapter 16
• vs 1: SLIDE The jewish day ends at sunset, Saturday night they went to Jesus tomb. 

• They brought spices, aromatic oil to anoint jesus body the next morning
• This indicates they did not expect Jesus to rise from the dead. 

• vs 7: The words “and Peter” are only in Mark, and very important. 
• A better way of reading this verse is… “go gather the disciples ESPECIALLY Peter” 

• vs 8: This is not fear of something, but again… awe type of fear. 

• vs 9-20: Are one of the most  difficult and most disputed textual problems in the NT!
• External evidence:

• The two earliest (4th century) manuscripts (Sinaiticus and Vaticanus) omit the verses 
though their respective scribes left some blank space after verse 8, suggesting that they 
knew of a longer ending but did not have it in the manuscript they were copying. 

• Most all other manuscripts (5th century and on) as well as early versions support the 
inclusion of the verses. 

• Several later manuscripts (7th century and on) and versions supply a shorter ended after 
versa 8 which is clearly not genuine but all these manuscripts except one continue won 
with the verses. 

• Early patristic writers (Justin Martyr, Tatian, Irenaeus) supported the inclusion. 
• An Armenian manuscript of the 10th century attributed the verses to “the presbyter 

Ariston”, who was a contemporary of Papias (AD 60-130) who was purportedly a disciple 
of John. 

• If Mark ended abruptly at verse 8, then it is easy to see why some early copyists wanted 
to provide a “sutible” ending for the Gospel from other authoritative sources. 

• Internal evidence:
• the transition from 8 to 9 involves an abrupt change of subject. 
• Mary Magdalene is introduced with a description, which is odd because already have of 

her in 15:40, 47 and 16:1. 
• about 1/3 of the significant Greek words are “Non-Marcan”



• Meaning not found in Mark prior to verse 9. 
• The Greek literary style lacks the viv, lifelike detail so characteristic of Mark. 
• Matthew and luke parallel make until verse 8, and then diverge noticeably suggesting 

that Mark began is literary existence without the verses. 

• Why did this happen?
• Mark finished his gospel but the original ending was lost or destroyed in some way. 

• not very likely due to how they preserved letters, codex’s or scrolls. 
• Mark finished his gospel but the original ending was suppressed or removed for some 

reason
• not very likely due to how they preserved letters, codex’s or scrolls.

• Mark was able to finish his Gospel for some reason, maybe sudden death
• no way of knowing

• Mark purposely intend to end his Gospel at verse 8. 

• Final thoughts
• It looks like Mark intended to end at verse 8, and 9-20 written or complied by an 

anonymous writer are historically authentic and are part of the NT canon. 
• The last chapter of Deuteronomy is similar to this. 

• Possibly these verses were brief extracts from the post-Resurecction accounts found int 
eh other three Gospels and were known through oral tradition to have the approval of  
John who lived till near the end of the first century. 

• vs 12-13: These verses summarize the story about the two Emma's disciples. 
• Luke 24:13-35

• vs 14: similar to Luke 24:41-43


